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Malaysia may get its first Apple
Store soon. The tech behemoth is
hiring store managers, technical
specialists and account managers
among other roles for “various
locations” across the nation.

The move, if it materialises,
marks Apple’s first foray into a
brand new country since its last
international expansion in 2018
with an opening in Bangkok, and
Singapore the year before.

Malaysia is an unsurprising
choice for an Apple Store,
particularly Kuala Lumpur, with
its large middle-class and
affluent residents living in Klang
Valley. The city, which many
anticipate will be Apple’s first
choice for breaking ground in
Malaysia, is also strategically
located in the middle of
Peninsular Malaysia, with both
the north and south linked by
excellent transport infrastructure
encouraging domestic travel. 

With a sizable 33.5 million
population and almost 90 per
cent of Malaysians owning a
smartphone, Apple may harbour
hopes of tapping this growing
market, in which Apple’s iPhones
do not yet feature in consumer
tech market intelligence firm
IDC’s top five most purchased
smartphone brands, amid a
plateauing of its global
smartphone market share.

Other pull factors for Malaysia
include its tech talent pool with a
260,000-strong tech talent
workforce, with roughly half
based around Kuala Lumpur and
Selangor, according to the
Malaysia Digital Economy
Corporation’s 2021 digital
snapshot report.

PHYSICAL STORE ADVANTAGE

Experiential retail forms a core
part of Apple’s brand strategy to

sell its products and attract loyal
consumers to its larger ecosystem
of iPhones, Macs, iPads and
AppleTV.

Since opening its first physical
store over 20 years ago in the
United States, Apple’s approach
to the in-store experience has
been proven so successful, its
senior vice-president of retail
Deirdre O-Brien revealed in 2021
the company’s aggressive plans
to roll out more stores around the
world, even as direct online sales
boomed during Covid-19. 

That same year, Apple rolled
out new stores across the US and
Italy. Today, there are more than
500 stores across 25 countries
and regions.  

The physical Apple Store
experience clearly remains the
consumer tech titan’s crown
jewel, which has achieved cult
status among hardcore fans and
created greater stickiness. 

Apple’s balance sheets
unfortunately do not reveal just

how much their physical retail
presence pulls in dollars, and
how big a role Apple Stores play
in letting people try out their
latest models, ask questions or
get vital tech support, which
swing their decision to buy an
Apple product. But 10 per cent to
15 per cent of iPhone sales alone
have been estimated by analysts
to have been wiped out in 2020
due to a lack of in-store
interaction and strained
consumer finances.

Today, various after-sale
services including education
workshops and pop-up events are
also credited with drawing traffic
and attracting new customers.

Still, despite their expensive
location in prime, downtown real
estate, Apple Stores have turned a
profit. The average Apple Store in
Asia is estimated to bring in
US$55 million (S$72 million) of
revenue annually, or around 20
per cent of total sales. 

But is this a financially prudent

strategy in the context of a
tech-reckoning? We think so.
Apple, the only remaining tech
titan to have refrained from
announcing layoffs in the past
two years, has deep pockets to
draw from – US$48 billion worth
of cash as per its last earnings
report in 2022. 

It knows expansion during a
widely anticipated global
economic downturn where its
competitors are holding off fixed
investments could afford it a
strategic advantage, particularly if
this translates into lower retail
space acquisition costs.

IN LINE WITH APPLE’S STRATEGY
FOR MORE STORES ACROSS ASIA

The Asia-Pacific region
(excluding China and Japan) is a
huge and lucrative market for
Apple products, with the
potential for greater growth. Net
sales here amounted to a
respectable US$29 billion last

year and enjoyed a growth of 11
per cent, a rate surpassing all
other regions except the US. Yet
each Apple Store here services 67
million people on average
compared with 1.3 million in the
US. 

Little surprise then that Apple
would continue to open new
stores in this attractive market
region of South-east Asia, which
has only five stores compared
with China’s 50 Apple Stores and
more than 270 in the US.

Meanwhile, the pandemic has
also taught Apple some useful
lessons in pivoting its expansion
approach, particularly the
challenge faced by regional
destinations for tourism and
business, like Singapore, Hong
Kong and Bangkok, in performing
as a hub to sell to a regional
consumer base when borders
shut. 

Singapore, which pulled in $27.7
billion in tourist receipts in 2019
before the pandemic, saw
spending in this sector which
includes a share of $5.64 billion
in shopping receipts plummet to
a mere $1.9 billion in 2021 as
visitors shrunk to a tenth of
pre-Covid-19 numbers. Big
retailers like Apple will
undoubtedly be impacted.

In this post-pandemic era,
Apple’s new strategy will likely
focus on expanding “outposts” to
cities of larger countries with a
strong domestic consumer
market, like Malaysia, where
Apple can defend, capture and
retain market share.  

Although Apple already has an
online presence and third-party
retailers like Switch and Mac City
in Malaysia, it must play catch-up
to its toughest rivals before it can
entertain thoughts of market
leadership. Samsung operates
about 25 experience stores across
the country and Chinese brand
Xiaomi has several stores. 

Opening an Apple Store in
Malaysia will help Apple diversify
its expansion strategy in
South-east Asia that
complements its regional
hub-and-spokes strategy. 

The choice of Malaysia might
also be an indication of how
Apple will decide on the location
of its next Apple Store. It will be
interesting to see which country
will be chosen next.
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In this post-pandemic
era, Apple’s new
strategy will likely
focus on expanding
“outposts” to cities of
larger countries with
a strong domestic
consumer market,
like Malaysia, where
Apple can defend,
capture and retain
market share.  

President Emmanuel Macron’s
unpopular plan to raise the
retirement age by two years to 64
has ignited a debate in
egalitarian-minded France: are
the billionaires to blame? 

As labour unions held a second
massive strike on Tuesday, which
drew hundreds of thousands of
people onto the streets across the
country, left-wing politicians have
gone on the attack to argue that
taxing the super-rich would be a
better way to plug deficits in the
state-run pension system. 

In particular, Mr Bernard
Arnault, the world’s richest man
and owner of French luxury
group LVMH, has become a
lightning rod, with protesters at
recent marches carrying signs
with his face on a wanted poster
and exhorting him to do more for
the common good.

Mr Francois Ruffin, a Member
of Parliament for the Somme
region and prominent figure in
the left-wing Nupes alliance, has
been particularly vocal in linking
the debate over pension reform
and the way wealth is shared (or

not) in French society. 
“The billionaires have only

gotten richer since the Covid-19
pandemic, Macron refuses to tax
windfall profits made by our
biggest companies, and somehow
all the effort to fix the pension
problem must fall on the
shoulders of workers?” he said in
an interview.

“This is a moment to fight for
the kind of society we want – not
one where capital crushes labour
and people are just consumers.” 

It is easy to dismiss this as
typical soak-the-rich talk that
often surfaces in France, where
wealth is viewed with suspicion.
But there is more to it.

Soon after his 2017 election, Mr
Macron was nicknamed
“president of the rich” by
opponents for his pro-business
agenda. His government has cut
taxes paid by companies, reduced
unemployment benefits and,
most controversially, scrapped a
wealth tax.

Opponents of President
Macron’s pension reform – which
would raise the retirement age
from 62 to 64 and accelerate the
transition from 41 to 43 years of
contributions for a full pension –
see it as part of a series of policies

that favour the wealthy and
businesses over working people.

Government officials rebut that
by pointing to declining
unemployment and strong foreign
direct investment figures as proof
that the Macron economic agenda
has paid off. Plus the government
has been generous with aid to
blunt the pain of the pandemic
and inflation touched off by the
energy crisis, they argue.

Nevertheless, the “president of
the rich” critique has been ably
exploited by far-right leader
Marine Le Pen to rack up votes
among blue-collar workers,
helping her party win an
unprecedented 88 seats in the
National Assembly in June. 

The far-left standard-bearer
Jean-Luc Melenchon has used Mr
Macron as a foil to argue that
capitalism and globalisation are
discredited models that must take
a back seat to social justice and
fighting climate change.

Given this political backdrop,
the choices Mr Macron made in
his retirement proposal may
prove risky. 

To fill the deficits caused by
there being fewer workers for
every retiree in coming decades,
he wants everyone to work longer.
It is a burden that weighs more
heavily on people who start work
at a younger age and those with
physically challenging jobs.

He also set out red lines:

Companies would not be asked to
pay higher taxes, nor would
current retirees, even the
wealthier ones, be asked to
contribute.

The left objected and promptly
identified supposed alternatives,
while also calling for the
retirement age to be brought back
down to 60. Oxfam declared that
all it would take was a 2 per cent
tax on France’s billionaires to plug
the €12 billion (S$17.2 billion)
annual pension deficit expected
by 2027. 

One leftist lawmaker tweeted
that French start-ups had raised
€13.5 billion in 2022 so why not
look there, while Mr Melenchon’s
party compared the pension
deficit to the €80 billion in
dividends paid by companies in
France’s blue-chip CAC 40 index.

These ideas make little
economic sense, but they do not
have to for them to be good
politics. Polls show almost
three-quarters of French oppose
raising the retirement age.

Mr Ruffin, a former journalist
who rose to fame by making a
muckraking documentary about
Mr Arnault, long ago realised the
power of personalising the
confrontation between capital
and labour. “Bernard Arnault does
not have 400,000 times more
merit than the workers sewing
handbags on his production
lines,” he said.

Mr Arnault hit back last
Thursday as he unveiled LVMH’s
record annual profits, arguing
that the group had hired 15,000
people in France last year and
paid €4.5 billion in taxes and
social charges in its home market.

None of that will stop Mr
Ruffin. “We have to capitalise on
this moment,” he said. 
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Macron’s pension reform plan is facing fierce
resistance, with calls to tax tycoons instead

Mr Bernard Arnault, owner of French luxury group LVMH, has become a lightning
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The “president of the rich” critique has
been ably exploited by far-right leader
Marine Le Pen to rack up votes among
blue-collar workers, helping her party
win an unprecedented 88 seats in the
National Assembly in June. 
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